Purpose -The purpose of this paper is to present a localisation system for an indoor rotary-wing micro aerial vehicle (MAV) that uses three onboard LEDs and base station mounted active vision unit. Design/methodology/approach -A pair of blade mounted cyan LEDs and a tail mounted red LED are used as on-board landmarks. A base station tracks the landmarks and estimates the pose of the MAV in real time by analysing images taken using an active vision unit. In each image, the ellipse formed by the cyan LEDs is used for 5 degree of freedom (DoF) pose estimation with yaw estimation from the red LED providing the 6th DoF. Findings -About 1-3.5 per cent localisation error of the MAV at various ranges, rolls and angular speeds less than 458/s relative to the base station at known location indicates that the MAV can be accurately localised at 9-12 Hz in an indoor environment. Research limitations/implications -Line-of-sight between the base station and MAV is necessary while limited accuracy is evident in yaw estimation at long distances. Additional yaw sensors and dynamic zoom are among future work. Practical implications -Provided an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) as the base station equipped with its own localisation sensor, the developed system encourages the use of autonomous indoor rotary-wing MAVs in various robotics applications, such as urban search and rescue. Originality/value -The most significant contribution of this paper is the innovative LED configuration allowing full 6 DoF pose estimation using three LEDs, one camera and no fixed infrastructure. The active vision unit enables a wide range of observable flight as the ellipse generated by the cyan LEDs is recognisable from almost any direction.
Introduction
Recent years have seen growing interest in rotary-wing micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) for applications such as urban search and rescue (USAR) (Park et al., 2005) . Having high manoeuvrability when compared with fixed-wing and flapping-wing MAVs, the rotary-wing MAVs can effectively operate in narrow indoor environments. The application of the rotary-wing MAVs to date is however limited to specific indoor environments. This is largely due to the unavailability of accurate GPS signals in confined spaces, which gives rise to the need for an alternative approach for indoor localisation.
Past work on the localisation of MAVs, which technically corresponds to their pose estimation, has traditionally involved onboard inertial measurement units. These measure vehicle accelerations and integrate them over time to obtain orientation and position. Low-noise motion measurements have been obtained at high-sampling rates (Tisse et al., 2005; Green and Oh, 2006) to assist MAV stability, but the accumulation of integration error led to pose drift.
More recent approaches to pose estimation of MAVs deal particularly with vision sensors, with the existing systems falling into two main categories; outside-in and inside-out. In the first category, cameras are on-ground to track landmarks onboard MAVs which enables MAV localisation relative to a base station. Tisse et al. (2005) utilised three onboard markers and on-ground stereo cameras to obtain the 6 degree of freedom (DoF) motion of a rotary-wing MAV. Altug et al. (2002) , Earl and Andrea (2004) and Valenti et al. (2007) successfully controlled one or more quad-rotor MAVs with 3-5 markers/LEDs as onboard landmarks and one or more external cameras. Wang et al. (2006) presented an outside-in visual tracking system for a coaxial MAV of no dimension larger than 140 mm with an onboard marker. The LinkMAV project (Kleiner et al., 2006) This file is a trimmed version of the paper, which provides the abstract and references for search engines and readers. If you are interested in the other sections that are not in this file, please buy the paper from the publisher who holds the copyright of this paper.
location. Cooperation between these units will allow search, tracking, and reconnaissance of remote and hostile environments such as those found in USAR.
